
We are editing about 
global sustainable 

cities !



WMF staff slack: 
#sustainability-editathon



● Cities are both a major cause and 
solution for climate change

● SDG 11 focuses on sustainable 
development through cities

● Wikipedia articles about cities have 
blind spots to environmental issues

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_and_cities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change_and_cities


● 78% of population in Africa is in 
cities

● Globally one of the regions with 
fastest rates of urbanization 

● In urban areas: significant displaced 
population from economic and 
environmental changes 

● Cities experience acute 
infrastructure challenges w/ Climate 
Change and Pollution

A climate justice opportunity 
 in African cities

Kigali

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2020/07/16/figures-of-the-week-africas-urbanization-dynamics/#:~:text=With%2078%20percent%20of%20its,93%20and%2081%20percent%2C%20respectively.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2020/07/16/figures-of-the-week-africas-urbanization-dynamics/#:~:text=With%2078%20percent%20of%20its,93%20and%2081%20percent%2C%20respectively.
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/201912-Africa-report.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/201912-Africa-report.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kigali






WMF Staff: reminder! 
Make sure to sign in 

to your volunteer 
account!



     Wikipedia
What exactly is it, anyway??? 
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Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia based on a 
model of openly editable content. It is the largest and most popular 
general reference work on the Internet. [Wikipedia] is supported by 
the Wikimedia Foundation, a non-profit organization which operates 
on money it receives from donors.

From Wikipedia (en)
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What is Wikipedia?



Wikipedia Five Pillars
● Wikipedia is an encyclopedia
● Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view
● Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use, edit, and 

distribute
● Wikipedia's editors should treat each other with respect and 

civility
● Wikipedia has no firm rules
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Wikipedia Policies
● (N)otability - significant independent sources -> 

encyclopedic relevance
● (V)erifiability - Use reliable sources to reference 

information
○ (NOR) No original research - point to existing 

authoritative opinions
○ (NPOV) Neutral Point of View - summarize the key 

points
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I am going to show 
you how to edit. 

Please follow along.



What was it you 
showed us?
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Edit buttons 
Edit = Visual Editor, Edit Source = Code

Edit w/ Visual Editor = What you see is what you get (mostly)
1. Locate article on work list 

2.  Select ‘Edit’ to use Visual Editor, ‘Edit Source’ for Source editing 
3. Unsure if you are in Visual Editor? 

Select the Pencil (red arrow), select ‘Visual editing’
4. Edit as you would in a word processor

Formatting buttons
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Cite your sources
1. Place cursor in desired location, select ‘Cite’

2. Follow prompts 
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Adding Sections
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Adding Sections
1. Place cursor    2.    Select ‘Paragraph’    3.    Select ‘Heading’

New section with heading
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Create links between articles
1. Select text     2.    Select link icon     3.    Select article and ‘Done’



Where do I start?



Orientation to the 
tools

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17M2WmlEAhfTGSRGPrFZI2_GlHVlCFvtphChFrRUplaY/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17M2WmlEAhfTGSRGPrFZI2_GlHVlCFvtphChFrRUplaY/edit#


How to use Citation Hunt?


